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Polymorphism in pathogen antigens presents a complex challenge for vaccine design. A prime example is the
N-terminal block 2 region of the Plasmodium falciparum merozoite surface protein 1 (MSP1), to which
allele-specific antibodies have been associated with protection from malaria. In a Zambian population studied
here, 49 of 91 alleles sampled were of the K1-like type (the most common of three block 2 types in all African
populations), and most of these had unique sequences due to variation in tri- and hexapeptide repetitive motifs.
There were significant negative correlations between allelic sequence lengths of different regions of the repeats,
so the complete repeat sequence had less length variation than its component parts, suggesting a constraint
on overall length. Diverse epitopes recognized by three murine monoclonal antibodies and 24 individual human
 sera were then mapped by using a comprehensive panel of synthetic peptides, revealing epitopes in all regions
of the repeats. To incorporate these different epitopes in a single molecule, a composite sequence of minimal
overall length (78 amino acids) was then designed and expressed as a recombinant antigen. More human
immune sera reacted with this “K1-like Super Repeat” antigen than with proteins consisting of single natural
allelic sequences, and immunization of mice elicited antibodies that recognized a range of five cultured parasite
lines with diverse K1-like MSP1 block 2 repeat sequences. Thus, complex allelic polymorphism was decon-
structed and a minimal composite polyvalent antigen was engineered, delivering a designed candidate sequence
for inclusion in a malaria vaccine.

Multiple serotype vaccines have been designed against bac-
terial infections, based on the commonly prevalent serotypes of
polysaccharide (20) or protein antigens (16, 25). The potential
effectiveness of complex multivalent formulations has been
well illustrated by protein-conjugate vaccines against Strepto-
coccus pneumoniae, with evidence of strong serotype-specific
immunity in vaccine trials and a decline in overall incidence of
disease in vaccinated populations (9), although concerns about
serotype replacement remain (23). Evolutionary analyses have
been advocated as a means to design vaccines against genetically
dynamic pathogen populations, either targeted to a pre-
dicted future epidemic strain (2) or to give the most relevant
immunization against globally diverse strains (13).

The malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum exhibits exten-
sive antigenic diversity, due to its complex life cycle and, par-
cularly, allelic forms of genetically polymorphic proteins or
clonally variant expression of multigene families. Although
there is no universal strategy for the design of a vaccine against
Plasmodium falciparum malaria, it is widely recognized that some of the
existing diversity should be incorporated (33). Experimental
vaccines incorporating antigens from different life cycle stages
(35) or different antigens from the asexual blood stage (14)
have been tested in humans and, although not all have given
significant protection, they confirm that immune responses can
be elicited by combinations of different antigens. An experi-
ment in nonhuman primates suggests that responses to each
component antigen may not be compromised by such a com-
bination (17).

A case can be made for focusing on polymorphic variants of
one or two important antigens. Molecular population genetic
analyses of antigen genes reveal patterns of diversifying selec-
tion in particular sequence regions and thus points to potential
targets of protective immunity. Antigens of P. falciparum that
appear to be under such selection include the merozoite apical
membrane antigen 1 (AMA1) (30, 31) and the merozoite sur-
f ace proteins 1 (MSP1) (7) and MSP2 (6). For each of these
antigens, there is also evidence from epidemiological studies or
in vitro parasite inhibition assays that allele-specific antibodies
have a protective effect (1, 7, 15, 19, 21, 24, 26, 27, 34).

A region near the N terminus of P. falciparum MSP1, des-
gnated “block 2” (28), is the most polymorphic part of the
antigen and appears to be under the strongest diversifying
selection within natural populations (7). There are three major
allelic types of block 2, two of which are targets of naturally
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acquired antibodies that are associated with significant protection from clinical malaria (3, 7). One of these, the K1-like type, is the most common in all African populations (7) and contains the most complex subtype sequence diversity due to variation in different tri- and hexapeptide repeat sequences (28). Although subtype-specific human antibodies to K1-like repeats have been described (4, 5) and are associated with protection from clinical malaria (32), the adaptive significance of the extensive repeat sequence polymorphism is not clearly understood. The present study explores the statistical distribution of sequence length variation in different parts of the K1-like repeats and identifies the primary sequences that are recognized by murine monoclonal and human serum antibodies. The information is then used to design and construct a minimal composite repeat sequence antigen that encompasses diverse subtype-restricted epitopes and elicits a broader antibody repertoire compared to individual allelic proteins after immunization.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sequencing of P. falciparum msp1 block 2 from Zambian samples. A portion of the msp1 gene spanning the block 2 region was amplified from genomic DNA isolated from peripheral blood samples of 91 individuals with P. falciparum infections in northern Zambia. PCR primers BK1F and BK3R that annealed to conserved sequences in block 1 and block 3 were used with amplification conditions described previously (8). Amplification products were run and visualized after electrophoresis on 2% agarose gels. Allelic sizes of the gene fragment range from ca. 400 to 600 bp, and many isolates contain more than one genetic type of the K1-like type (all contiguous peptides overlapping by nine amino acids spanning this region compared to individual allelic proteins after immunization). Two control primers BK1F and BK3R that targeted conserved sequences in block 1 and block 3 were used with amplification conditions described (12). These peptides were designed to represent all of the deduced composite repeat sequence antigen that encompasses diverse sequence length variation in different parts of the K1-like repeat sequence.

RESULTS

Sequencing of P. falciparum msp1 block 2 from Zambian samples. A portion of the msp1 gene spanning the block 2 region was amplified from genomic DNA isolated from peripheral blood samples of 91 individuals with P. falciparum infections in northern Zambia. PCR primers BK1F and BK3R that annealed to conserved sequences in block 1 and block 3 were used with amplification conditions described previously (8). Amplification products were run and visualized after electrophoresis on 2% agarose gels. Allelic sizes of the gene fragment range from ca. 400 to 600 bp, and many isolates contain more than one genetic type of P. falciparum, so the predominant band was excised for each isolate. This was then purified and DNA sequencing of both strands was performed directly using the BK1F and BK3R primers using BigDye v3.1 chemistry and electrophoresis on an ABI 377 sequencer (Applied Biosystems). Sequence data for each isolate were visually examined for the quality of every nucleotide using the Sequence Navigator program, with PCR and sequencing reactions being repeated in the case of any uncertainty. The data from the whole population sample were then compiled by using the MEGALIGN program (DNASTar, Inc., Madison, WI). The deduced amino acid sequences of the MSP1 block 2 repeats were examined, with separate regions of the repeats being analyzed for mean and variance in sequence length, using the statistical software SPSS version 11.0.

Human sera and murine MAbS. Sera from 78 West African adults, 38 subjects (aged 18 to 60 years) from Lagos in Nigeria (29), and 40 adults (aged 22 to 70 years) from the village of Brefet in The Gambia were studied here by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and (for a subset of the sera) in synthetic peptide immunoassays. Twenty sera from adults living in the United Kingdom, who had never had malaria were used as negative controls. All of these sera were obtained with informed consent, under the approval of the relevant local and institutional ethical committees. Four murine monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) were studied. Specificities for some allelic products of the K1-like type of MSP1 block 2 were known for MAbs 12.2, 123D3, and CE2 (5, 24); MAb 12.1, known to react with MSP1 block 4, was used as a control.

Synthetic peptides. Twenty-three peptides, each 12 amino acids in length, were synthesized onto a cellulose solid support (Whatman) using methods described (12). These peptides were designed to represent all of the deduced 12-mer amino acid sequences contained in the repeat region of all P. falciparum K1-like MSP1 block 2 alleles found in the GenBank database and in the present study. Starting with a serine at position one (rather than positions two or three) of each tripeptide repeat. As controls for type-specific reactivity, 24 synthetic 12-mer amino acid sequences contained in the repeat region of all K1-like type (all contiguous peptides overlapping by nine amino acids spanning this region), were strictly defined as outlined in the legend to Fig. 1. All of these peptides had the SAQSGA motif, with repeated permutations of this. As controls for type-specific reactivity, 24 synthetic 12-mer amino acid sequences contained in the repeat region of all K1-like type (all contiguous peptides overlapping by nine amino acids spanning this region), were strictly defined as outlined in the legend to Fig. 1. All of these peptides had the SAQSGA motif, with repeated permutations of this. All alleles had the core sequence motif SAQSGT, with repeated permutations of this. As controls for type-specific reactivity, 24 synthetic 12-mer amino acid sequences contained in the repeat region of all K1-like type (all contiguous peptides overlapping by nine amino acids spanning this region), were strictly defined as outlined in the legend to Fig. 1. All of these peptides had the SAQSGA motif, with repeated permutations of this.

Human sera and murine MAbS. Sera from 78 West African adults, 38 subjects (aged 18 to 60 years) from Lagos in Nigeria (29), and 40 adults (aged 22 to 70 years) from the village of Brefet in The Gambia were studied here by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and (for a subset of the sera) in synthetic peptide immunoassays. Twenty sera from adults living in the United Kingdom, who had never had malaria were used as negative controls. All of these sera were obtained with informed consent, under the approval of the relevant local and institutional ethical committees. Four murine monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) were studied. Specificities for some allelic products of the K1-like type of MSP1 block 2 were known for MAbs 12.2, 123D3, and CE2 (5, 24); MAb 12.1, known to react with MSP1 block 4, was used as a control.

Synthetic peptides. Twenty-three peptides, each 12 amino acids in length, were synthesized onto a cellulose solid support (Whatman) using methods described (12). These peptides were designed to represent all of the deduced 12-mer amino acid sequences contained in the repeat region of all P. falciparum K1-like MSP1 block 2 alleles found in the GenBank database and in the present study. Starting with a serine at position one (rather than positions two or three) of each tripeptide repeat. As controls for type-specific reactivity, 24 synthetic 12-mer amino acid sequences contained in the repeat region of all K1-like type (all contiguous peptides overlapping by nine amino acids spanning this region), were strictly defined as outlined in the legend to Fig. 1. All of these peptides had the SAQSGA motif, with repeated permutations of this. As controls for type-specific reactivity, 24 synthetic 12-mer amino acid sequences contained in the repeat region of all K1-like type (all contiguous peptides overlapping by nine amino acids spanning this region), were strictly defined as outlined in the legend to Fig. 1. All of these peptides had the SAQSGA motif, with repeated permutations of this. As controls for type-specific reactivity, 24 synthetic 12-mer amino acid sequences contained in the repeat region of all K1-like type (all contiguous peptides overlapping by nine amino acids spanning this region), were strictly defined as outlined in the legend to Fig. 1. All of these peptides had the SAQSGA motif, with repeated permutations of this. As controls for type-specific reactivity, 24 synthetic 12-mer amino acid sequences contained in the repeat region of all K1-like type (all contiguous peptides overlapping by nine amino acids spanning this region), were strictly defined as outlined in the legend to Fig. 1. All of these peptides had the SAQSGA motif, with repeated permutations of this.
mean = 23.1, variance = 196.6; SGPSGT region, mean = 10.0, variance = 43.6; SAQSGA region, mean = 2.6, variance = 36.0). This was due to significantly nonrandom negative correlations between the lengths of the different repeat subregions in each allele (SAQSGT region versus SAQSGA region, \( r = -0.50, P < 0.001 \) [Fig. 1B]; SAQSGT region versus SGPSGT region, \( r = -0.33, P < 0.022 \) [Fig. 1C]). These findings suggest a selective constraint on overall sequence length, so that mu-

FIG. 1. (A) Schematic representation of sequences of the repeats of the K1-like type of MSP1 block 2 in 49 alleles of this type sampled in northern Zambia. (B) Negative correlation between the amino acid length of sequence in the N-terminal part of the repeats (SAQSGA region [defined as starting at the first SAQ and ending at the last SGA]) and the central part of the repeats (SAQSGT region [defined as starting at the first SAQSGT and ending at the last SGT before an SGP]). (C) Negative correlation between the amino acid length of sequence in the C-terminal part of the repeats (SGTSGP region [defined as starting at the first SGP and ending at the last SGT]) and the central part of the repeats (SAQSGT region [defined as described above]).

FIG. 2. Reactivities of different antibodies against a panel of 23 synthetic peptides representing 12-mer amino acid repeat sequences in the K1-like type of MSP1 block 2. Peptides are arrayed in three vertical columns of 8, 8, and 7 spots on the membranes, and the identities of these peptide sequences are listed to the right of each membrane (reading downward for each column of spots and beginning with the left-hand column). The sequences corresponding to the spots that are visibly reactive with a given antibody are highlighted in boldface, and the minimal deduced epitope sequences are shown underneath. (A) Reactivity of two murine MAbs known to react with the K1-like type of MSP1 block 2. (B) Reactivity of two human sera from adults living in areas of endemicity in Africa.
tional expansion of one region of the repeats leads to a lower fitness unless it is counterbalanced by contraction of another region.

To identify epitopes in these repeat sequences, antibodies were assayed against a panel of 23 synthetic peptides, representing all of the 12-mer amino acid sequences (with the serine of tripeptides at position 1) in K1-like repeats of block 2 sequences derived globally. Three murine MAbs—12.2, 123D3, and CE2—known to react with MSP1 block 2 of the K1-like type were tested. Each of these MAbs had a different profile of reactivity with the K1-like synthetic peptides (Fig. 2A illustrates the positive reactivity of MAb 12.2 against six of the peptides and of MAb 123D3 against two of the peptides). None reacted with any of the MAD20-like or RO33-like peptide controls, and a negative control antibody MAb 12.1 (against block 4 of MSP1) was not reactive with any of the peptides.
peptides. From examining the reactivity profiles, the minimal primary sequence specificities were deduced as SGASAQSG for MAb 12.2, SAQSGTSGTS for MAb 123D3, and SAQSGT for MAb CE2. The peptides were designed to have serine at the first position of each tripeptide repeat rather than the second or third, so it is not known whether the terminal one or two amino acids are essential in the case of some deduced specificities.

Twelve sera from Nigerian adults and twelve from Gambian adults that had antibodies to MSP1 block 2 recombinant proteins as assayed by ELISA were then tested to see whether the specificities of human antibodies could be deduced with the synthetic peptide array. Each serum reacted with between three and nine different peptides. Reactivities of two of the sera are shown in Fig. 2B, and scored results of all are given in Fig. 3A. From each of these reactivity profiles, between one and three distinct specificities were deduced to be present in each serum (for a few sera there was also evidence of additional weaker reactivities). A composite repeat sequence was designed that encompassed the different deduced specificities within the minimal overall sequence length (Fig. 3B).

To express this composite of repeats (Fig. 3B) as an antigen, a novel DNA sequence was constructed and cloned into the pGEX plasmid for expression as a GST fusion protein in E. coli. This K1-like Super Repeat antigen was expressed abundantly in soluble form and purified on a glutathione column (Fig. 4A). This new recombinant antigen reacted specifically with each of the three MAbs against epitopes in the K1-like repeat sequences (Fig. 4B) and with Nigerian and Gambian adult sera (Fig. 4C) (see Fig. S1A and B in the supplemental material). Significantly, the Super Repeat antigen shows a broader reactivity with these antibodies than the antigens expressing individual alleles (Fig. 4B and C).

Mice immunized with the K1-like Super Repeat antigen produced antibodies to different primary sequence determinants as determined by peptide immunoassay (Fig. 5A). Interestingly, all five mice produced antibodies against the SGTSGTSGT epitope, although the remaining antibody profile differed between each animal. As a comparison, sera from mice previously immunized with distinct K1-like repeat antigens (3D7 and Palo Alto) were also tested against the panel of K1-like synthetic peptides, demonstrating a narrower range of specific reactivities (Fig. 5A). Mice immunized with the 3D7 repeat sequence antigen showed a profile of reactivity encompassing the SAQSGTSAQ and SGASAQS motifs (in the N-terminal part of the repeat array). The mice immunized with the Palo Alto repeat sequence antigen reacted with the central motifs containing permutations of the SAQ and SGT sequences (Fig. 5A). In contrast, mice immunized with the K1 Super Repeat recognized more diverse repeat sequence epitopes located in the N-terminal, central, and C-terminal subregions.

Antibody reactivity was then tested against a panel of five P. falciparum cultured lines with different repeat sequences of the K1-like MSP1 block 2 (Fig. 5B) by immunofluorescence with parasite schizonts. All mice produced antibodies with endpoint titers of at least 1/6,400 against schizonts of at least one of the cultured lines. The profile of reactivity to different parasites varied among the mice (Fig. 5B) in a manner consistent with the deduced specificity of the antibodies to particular repeat sequences (Fig. 5A). For example, most mice recognized all of the parasite lines, although mice 3 and 4 did not recognize T9/96 and 3D7 (Fig. 5B), parasite lines that did not have the primary sequence motifs that were defined for the antibodies of these mice (Fig. 5A).
DISCUSSION

Detecting evidence of selection on repeat sequences is not straightforward. Conventional sequence-based tests of neutrality rely on alignment of homologous allelic sequences and on a general model of neutral evolution such as the infinite alleles model (22), neither of which can be applied to complex polymorphic repeat sequences. However, the analysis here on K1-like alleles of MSP1 block 2 showed a lower variance in the total repeat sequence length, compared to its constituent parts, suggesting a selective constraint on the overall length. The negative correlations between the lengths of the different repeat subregions indicates that such selection may operate on each of them.

Consistent with this, human antibodies specific to the different regions of the repeats were identified by using a panel of K1-like synthetic peptides. The results showed that some permutations of gain or loss of repeat motifs should influence the antigenicity. Other studies have also shown that antibodies react with diverse sequences in the K1-like repeats (10, 18). Our aim was first to identify epitopes recognized by human antibodies and murine MAbs to the K1-like repeat sequences and then to design a minimal composite antigen sequence that would contain these epitopes. MAbs recognized single deduced epitopes, with specificity consistent with expectations from previous studies with native and recombinant antigens (5, 24). Sera from Nigerian and Gambian adults each recognized between one and three deduced epitopes (a few had weaker additional reactivities that were not resolved). All of these epitopes were mapped schematically onto a sequence of 78 amino acids (containing 26 tripeptides), which was only slightly longer than the longest naturally occurring individual K1-like block 2 repeat that has been described (11).

This K1-like Super Repeat antigen was expressed as a GST fusion protein for the purposes of direct comparison with two
individual K1-like allelic repeat antigens that were previously made. The yield, solubility, and purification of the proteins were similar, but the K1-like Super Repeat antigen had increased polyclonal antigenicity compared to the others. The K1-like Super Repeat contained multiple epitopes detected with monoclonal and human antibodies. It reacted with antibodies in more of the endemic human sera than either of the individual K1-like allelic repeat antigens tested. When tested by immunization of mice, the K1-like Super Repeat induced antibodies that reacted with parasite lines possessing divergent allelic sequences of the K1-like block 2, in contrast to mainly subtype specific antibodies produced by mice immunized with either of the individual K1-like allelic repeat antigens (32).

The present study demonstrates that complex allelic polymorphism based on repetitive sequences can be analyzed to design a minimal composite antigen incorporating diverse deduced epitopes capable of eliciting a broad specificity response after immunization. In order to develop the K1-like Super Repeat as a vaccine candidate, it is being incorporated into polyclonal hybrid protein constructs together with sequences from two other major allelic types of MSP1 block 2 (MAD 20-like and R033-like), as well as potent T-cell epitopes to elicit high-titer antibody responses and effective immunological memory. In addition, the approach to polyclonal antigen design described here could be extended to other malaria antigens with complex polymorphic repeats, if these are also identified to be likely targets of protective immune responses.
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